Five questions for Lesley Smith

In 1989, Lesley Smith began a Visiting Scientist Fellowship with the Cooperative Institute for Research in Environmental Studies (CIRES), bringing her to CU Boulder from Maryland for what she figured would be a stay of a year or two.

“It was not a 30-year plan by any means,” said Smith, who hadn’t counted on meeting an atmospheric scientist/future husband. Today, their son is a student at CU Boulder’s Leeds School of Business, and their daughter lives and works in Washington, D.C.

Smith’s academic career as an educator and research scientist wrapped up in 2018, which is when the Boulder Democrat won election to a statewide at-large seat on the CU Board of Regents. She recently completed the first year of her six-year term.

“When I decided to run, I obviously knew CU Boulder quite well – the chancellor, the deans. I didn’t know the other three campuses very well,” she said. “On the campaign trail, I visited each campus and chatted with a lot of people. During the orientation for new board members, I visited each campus again and met the leadership teams.

“In doing that, you really realize how unique each campus is. I attended graduation ceremonies at all the campuses, where you see all the students on stage. For most students in the state, they can find a CU campus that will fit their personality and what they’re looking for.”

A voracious reader and photography buff, Smith also is an avid tennis player. Travel to Germany, where her husband’s family lives, is a favorite way of getting away.

1. While earning your doctorate at the University of Maryland, you became the first woman aquanaut in the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s underwater research habitat, Aquarius. Did that adventure entail any danger?

Except for my adviser and myself, none of the other people in the team had lived underwater before. My adviser and I had both spent a week in a former habitat. I kept telling everyone that it would be so amazing when we return to the surface. We’d look at the beach, the plants and the water, and we’d just be amazed at how vibrant the colors are. I was excited for us to experience this together.

The facility was housed 60 feet beneath the surface. For us to surface, or decompress, the technicians change the pressure within the habitat until it is at sea surface pressure. Two divers bring each aquanaut up to the surface in the final stage of decompression. We got to within 3 feet of surface pressure – and I got the bends. But it didn’t scare me, because I knew I was in an advanced facility in capable hands. I stayed in the inner lock, where a doctor stayed with me, and blasted me back down to 30 feet. Then the pain went away. Slowly, I went through the process of coming up again, but this time I was breathing pure oxygen – which was hard.

I kept thinking, “It was fun swimming with the dolphins.” I just didn’t want to stay underwater with them forever!

2. Before you were a regent, you spent eight years as a member of the Boulder Valley School Board. Have you noted similarities and differences in your service on the two boards?
I stressed this on the campaign trail, that local school boards – unlike the state Board of Education and the Board of Regents – are nonpartisan races. There can be factions on school boards, but they’re not necessarily related to one’s party affiliation.

I certainly knew that the Board of Regents is partisan. It can get too partisan for my liking. But I’m trying to find areas where I might be able to work with my Republican colleagues. Certainly, finance and tuition are always big issues.

Going through the presidential search was interesting, having gone through two superintendent searches. The processes are similar.

3. Because your seat is elected at-large, you campaigned throughout the state. As you talked with voters, did you detect differences in how CU is viewed among different populations across Colorado?

It was fortunate for me to run statewide. At CIRES, we’ve done a lot of outreach across the state. We had community college students come do research on our campus, and I’ve done professional development for teachers across the state. I’m aware of the challenges that teachers and students face, particularly in rural communities.

When I talk to voters, the cost of tuition is always the number one question. When I was out in rural areas, I talked a lot about the value a CU education will bring to rural students. We’d have conversations about how we can meet their needs.

I also talked about partnerships. I met almost every higher education president across the state. CU Boulder has successful partnerships with Colorado Mesa University in Grand Junction and Western Colorado University in Gunnison. There’s a lot of interest in doing more of those. Let’s face it: Higher education is not funded very well in this state. If we can leverage each other’s strengths and stretch dollars, that’s a plus for CU and all higher education across the state.

4. Last summer, you took part in your first Board of Regents retreat, where participants were asked to wear a favorite T-shirt. What was your major takeaway from that experience?

I liked that we dug into a big issue that President Mark Kennedy has thought about a lot, which is the fact that higher education is going to be changing drastically in the next 10 to 15 years. The number of high schoolers is decreasing. Artificial intelligence is increasing, so by 2030, a huge amount of jobs will be done by AI. Places like Google are telling workers, “You don’t need to go to college. We’ll train you.”

Mark has thought a lot about those trends. I was happy to hear he does understand this, and that these are the sorts of things we’re going to be talking about at board meetings. We’ve really started the conversation of how CU is going to survive as a system in such a landscape of higher education.

The T-shirt I wore has a bell jar with a brain wearing sunglasses inside. It says, “Science Fair – As Cool as Zero Degrees Kelvin.” I quizzed the others, and a lot of them knew Kelvin is absolute zero. Of course, I gave them a hint about my T-shirt before the retreat, which helped!

5. During your campaign, you also talked about bringing a voice and perspective of a faculty member to the board. How have you been able to do that thus far? What is the role of a regent in interacting with faculty and staff members across the CU system?
Having that understanding of the role of the faculty, be it teaching or research, brings a lot to the table. Most of the others don’t have that background. I listened to the voices of the faculty when we were going through the presidential hiring process.

I still have some very strong connections on the CU Boulder campus, so it’s nice to be able to get back to the campus and be at various events. People are all so curious about how I’m finding it. Most scientists and academics don’t go into political roles. I always say parts of it are fun, parts of it are interesting and parts of it are frustrating – just like when we’re doing research.

I go back to the importance of understanding the role of a governing board. At the Boulder Valley School District, we had a retreat every year and we set out the norms: What’s our role versus the role of the superintendent?

I do understand our role as regents is to oversee the president and the budget, to set policies and make sure we’re following policies. I’m really interested in getting a systemwide sustainability policy. I have met with sustainability officers on the campuses to get a sense of what’s going on. (Click here to learn about a panel discussion on sustainability organized by Smith.)

I would hope I can still reach out to faculty and staff when I have questions of interest to me. That’s what an academic does – we dig into things. That’s how my mind works.

Homebuying support program offered to CU employees

The University of Colorado is partnering with Landed to launch a down-payment assistance program to help qualified employees purchase homes in neighborhoods close to work.

Landed’s down-payment program invests alongside CU employees to help them reach a 20% down payment. Borrowers contribute at least a 5% down payment, and Landed provides bridge funding to get to a 20% down payment. This allows the borrower to avoid costly mortgage insurance and potentially qualify for a better interest rate on a new home.

Landed can contribute up to $120,000 per family, in exchange for a portion of the equity gained (or lost, if any) in the home from the time the home is bought to when it is sold. Rather than a loan, this is considered a shared investment between Landed and the homebuyer for a maximum term of 30 years.

The program is available to full-time employees (at least 20 hours per week) who have worked in public education for at least two years. Landed funding can be used to purchase a primary residence in the developed, urban and near-urban regions of the following counties: Denver, Arapahoe, Jefferson, Adams, Douglas, Boulder, Broomfield, Elbert, Park, Clear Creek and Gilpin. Landed anticipates opening its down payment program in El Paso County by fall 2020.

“Rising housing costs in Colorado make it challenging for some of our employees to afford homes. This program will help them live in the communities they serve,” said CU President Mark Kennedy. “Our partnership with Landed will also help improve staff recruitment and retention by helping them make home ownership more accessible.”

This third-party program does not replace the current Faculty Housing Assistance Program offered to tenured and
tenure-track faculty.

The San Francisco- and Denver-based company has successfully worked with K-12 and higher education clients across the country.

Landed’s down payment program is made possible by a combination of philanthropic impact investors and capital from other investors, such as those who manage retirement funds for teachers. Together, these sources of investment capital enable the down payment program to support more employees in education in a sustainable way. It works with Colorado banks, including FirstBank, MidFirst Bank and Bank of the West.

Landed offers homebuyer education materials, a network of vetted real estate agents, and programs beyond the down payment program. To learn more, visit Landed’s website.[13]

The week of March 2, Landed will host informational sessions on CU campuses. Interested employees can RSVP for these sessions using the links below.

**CU Boulder**
9-10 a.m. March 2— CU Boulder Recreation Center, Ice Rink Overlook room[15] 10-11 a.m. March 2— CU Boulder Recreation Center, Ice Rink Overlook room[16]
Noon to 1 p.m. March 2 — Williams Village Dining Center and Community Commons, Rooms ABC[17]
4-5 p.m. March 2— Sustainability, Energy and Environment Center, Auditorium C120[18]
5-6 p.m. March 2— Sustainability, Energy and Environment Center, Auditorium C120[19]

**CU Denver**
9-10 a.m. March 4 — North Classroom Building, Room 1130[20] 4-5 p.m. March 4 — North Classroom Building, Room 1130[21]

**CU Anschutz Medical Campus**
9-10 a.m. March 5 — Research North 1, Hensel Phelps Auditorium[22] Noon to 1 p.m. March 5 — Research North 1, Hensel Phelps Auditorium[23] 4-5 p.m. March 5 – Research North 1, Hensel Phelps Auditorium[24]

Drones go underground in high-stakes competition[25]

Higher ed leader delves into funding, retention, mental health during campus visit[26]

Chancellor Reddy teaches visiting class on economics of higher education[27]

Cybersecurity 101 for Election 2020[28]
Why did our neurosurgeon go to Washington? [23]

ECHO Colorado offers two new programs aimed at improving health care for transgender patients [30]

Corr named director of clinical research [31]

Ehrhardt on workplace happiness [32]

‘Power of One’ strikes gold in CASE District VI [33]
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